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The layer composition of the cerebral cortex represents a unique
anatomical fingerprint of brain development, function, connectivity
and pathology. Historically the cortical layers were investigated
solely ex-vivo using histological means, but recent magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) studies suggest that T1 relaxation images
can be utilized to separate the layers. Despite technological
advancements in the field of high resolution MRI, accurate
estimation of whole brain layer composition has remained limited
due to partial volume effects, leaving some layers far beyond the
image resolution. In this study we offer a simple and accurate
method for layer composition analysis, resolving partial volume
effects and cortical curvature heterogeneity. We use a low
resolution echo planar imaging inversion recovery (EPI IR) MRI
scan protocol that provides fast acquisition (~12 minutes) and
enables extraction of multiple T1 relaxation time components per
voxel, which are assigned to types of brain tissue and utilized to
extract the subvoxel composition of each T1 layer. While previous
investigation of the layers required the estimation of cortical
normals or smoothing of layer widths (similar to VBM), here we
developed a sphere-based approach to explore the inner mesoscale
architecture of the cortex. Our novel algorithm conducts spatial
analysis using volumetric sampling of a system of virtual spheres
dispersed throughout the entire cortical space. The methodology
offers a robust and powerful framework for quantification and
visualization of the layers on the cortical surface, providing a basis
for quantitative investigation of their role in cognition, physiology
and pathology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

S

tudy of the laminar structure of the cerebral cortex was
first made possible in the beginning of the 20th century
ex-vivo through the use of histological methods [1]. Years
later, in 1950, renowned neuroanatomist Gerhardt von Bonin
famously stated in an article on the cerebral cortex that "the
cortex is both chaos and order, and therein lies its strength"
[2]. On the chaos side, the cerebral cortex has a highly
tortuous surface consisting of many gyri and sulci with an
overall thickness that varies regionally between 2 and 4 mm
on average throughout cortical regions. On the order side, the
cortex is characterized by a highly organized laminar structure
consisting of six cortical layers, each characterized by
different types of neurons. While the order of the cortical
layers remains constant, the thickness of each layer varies
regionally throughout cortical regions and therein lies its
"strength". The layers are initially formed during brain
development, when neurons migrate to form the cortex,
playing an important role in brain connectivity and function.
The layers and their composition are assumed to play an
integral role in the function, development and pathology of the
brain [3].
With the advent of MRI, visualization of the overall cortical
thickness using T1-weighted MRI images has been
successfully achieved. Cortical thickness visualization
includes accurate delineation of the inner cortical surface,
bordering with myelin rich white matter, and the outer cortical
surface, bordering with pia matter and the surrounding
cerebral spinal fluid [4], [5]. Recent studies suggest that
different MRI imaging protocols can also be utilized to
provide layer-specific information, using either high resolution
at high magnetic field or subvoxel modelling at lower
resolutions. These approaches use a variety of MRI images,
including T1, T2 and T2∗ weighted images, as well as R1, R2
and R2∗ susceptibility images [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12].
The T1 MRI approach to imaging the substructure of the
cortex has shown great potential. An early IR MRI study of
both rat and human cortices revealed six T1 clusters,
corresponding to six cortical layers [15]. A larger scale
follow-up study of human cortices using the same IR MRI
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protocol revealed that the six clustered T1 components along
the cortex are similar throughout subjects [14]. Still,
automation of the visualization process of the cortical layers
remains one of the most significant neuroimaging challenges
of recent years.
Visualization of the cortical layer components remains
hindered by two main imaging challenges. The first challenge
involves partial volume effect (PVE), an imaging effect
occurring when voxel size exceeds the size of tissue detail
[13]. Our premise is that the solution to imaging the cortical
layers does not necessarily lie in increasing T1 MRI
resolution, since even such high resolution images are afflicted
by PVE, posing a limiting factor in visualization of the layers
[14]. The second challenge involves the intricate geometry of
the cortex, which has been typically approached either by
estimating normals to the cortical surfaces and investigating
the layer composition along them or by smoothing layer
widths, similar to voxel-based morphometry (VBM) [15],
[27], [28]. The applicability of such approaches is limited, not
only because minor errors in cortical surface estimation can
lead to greater errors in normal estimations, but also because
this process has to be repeated accurately throughout the entire
cortex.
In this work we present a method for investigating the
cortical layers through subvoxel modelling at lower resolution
T1 MRI. We use a low resolution echo planar imaging
inversion recovery (EPI IR) protocol that provides fast
acquisition (~12 minutes) and enables extraction of multiple
T1 components per voxel, which are assigned to brain tissue
types and utilized to extract the subvoxel composition of each
T1 layer [14], [15], [16], [17]. We then explore the mesoscale
laminar architecture of the cortex using a sphere-based
approach, implementing a geometric solution based on cortical
volume sampling using a system of virtual spheres dispersed
throughout the entire cortex. A spherical shape was chosen
due to its symmetry and invariance to rotation, offering a
simple and robust alternative to cortical normals.
Our methodology offers an automated and unbiased wholebrain solution to investigating the complex mesoscale laminar
architecture of the cortex. We suggest that our powerful tool
for investigating the layers could enable expansion of studies
on the role of cortical thickness in brain function and behavior
to the cortical layer level.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
A. Subjects
Fifteen healthy human subjects were recruited for this study
(N=15), including 7 male and 8 female, 23-43 year old, all
right handed. Subjects were neurologically and radiologically
healthy, with no history of neurological diseases, and normal
appearance of clinical MRI protocol. The imaging protocol

was approved by the institutional review boards of Sheba
Medical Centers and Tel Aviv University, where the MRI
investigations were performed. All subjects provided signed
informed consent before enrollment in the study.
B. MRI Acquisition
All experiments were scanned on a 3T Magnetom Siemens
Prisma (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) scanner with a 64channel RF coil.
Two T1 weighted MRI sequences were used in order to
characterize the cortical layers:
1. An inversion recovery echo planar imaging (IR EPI)
sequence,
with
the
following
parameters:
TR/TE=10000/30 ms and 60 inversion times spread
between 50 ms up to 3,000 ms, voxel size 3×3×3 𝑚𝑚3 ,
image size 68×68×42 voxels, each voxel fitted with up to 7
T1 values [14] (see below). The acquisition time for the
inversion recovery data set was approximately 12 min.
2. An MPRAGE sequence, with the following parameters:
TR/TE=1750/2.6 ms, TI=900 ms, voxel size 1×1×1 𝑚𝑚3 ,
image size 224×224×160 voxels, each voxel fitted with a
single T1 value. This sequence was used as an anatomical
reference with high gray/white matter contrast.
C. IR Decay Function Fit
These data were used for multiple T1 analysis, by
calculating T1 values and their corresponding partial volumes
on a voxel-by-voxel basis. The IR datasets were fitted to the
conventional inversion recovery decay function with up to 7
possible T1 components per voxel [14]:
M(TIi ) = ∑7𝑗=1 M0j ∙ (1 − 2e−TIi/T1j )
(1)
Where:
M(TIi )- Magnetization at the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ inversion recovery image, in
other words the magnetization measured for each specific T1
component.
M0j - Predicted magnetization at TI=0ms for each T1
component (j) in the voxel.
T1j - Longitudinal relaxation time for each T1 component.
j was set up to 7 for the low resolution experiments, indicating
fit to seven individual exponential fits, based on the
assumption that there are 7 T1 components in the tissue – 1 for
CSF, 1 for WM and heavily myelinated layer of the cortex and
additional 5 cortical layers.
Normalization of each of the predicted magnetization values
according to

M0j
j

∑i=1 M0j

then represents the voxel contribution of

each corresponding T1 component (j).
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D. T1 Probabilistic Classification
In order to accurately classify whole brain T1 values to their
corresponding brain tissues, a T1 histogram was initially
plotted. Each IR EPI set of images consists of up to
~1.36×106 potential T1 values: 68×68×42 [voxels] ×7 [T1
fitted values]. Each voxel was given a weight greater than one
in order to accurately represent all its fitted T1 values
according to their corresponding partial volume contributions.
The T1 histogram was then fitted to a probabilistic mixture
model (similarly to the method shown in [14], [15]),
consisting of t-distributions [16], [17]. The probability of each
t-distribution in the voxel was calculated using Bayes'
formula:
𝑃𝑘 = ∑7𝑖=1 𝑓𝑖 ⋅

𝑝(𝑇1(𝑖) |𝑘)𝑝(𝑘)
𝑝(𝑇1(𝑖) )

(2)

Where:
𝑘- A specific t-distribution.
𝑇1(𝑖) - T1-value of the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ component of the voxel.
𝑓𝑖 - Partial volume of 𝑇1(𝑖) (normalized as show in previous
section).
𝑝(𝑇1 )- General whole-brain probability of a 𝑇1 -value.
𝑝(𝑘)- Probability of t-distribution k.
𝑝(𝑇1 |𝑘)- Probability of the 𝑇1 -value in t-distribution 𝑘.
This model was used as a means of probabilistic
classification of T1 values per subject into 11 clusters,
corresponding to different types of brain tissue (see figure 1):
1. White matter (WM) characterized by low T1 values,

Fig. 1. T1 histogram (black) fit to a mixture of 11 t-distributions, where μ𝑘
represents the expected value of each distribution, or the center of its curve.
Overall fit is represented by the black outline, individual t-distributions
represented according to color map, where t-distributions 2,3,4,5,6 and 7
correspond to T1 layers 6,5,4,3,2 and 1 (respectively).

represented by 1st t-distribution.
2. Grey matter (GM) characterized by mid-range T1 values,
represented by 2nd-7th t-distributions corresponding to 6 T1
layers, with increasing degrees of myelination.
3. Cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) characterized by high T1
values, represented by 8th-11th t-distributions.

E. Image Registration
In the interest of accurately sampling T1 layer probability
maps inside the cortical spheres, all T1 layer probability maps
were registered to the anatomical MPRAGE image.
Registration was completed in SPM12 using a rigid body
transformation with the first IR image (IR1) as the source
image.
F. Cortical Volume Sampling
In order to provide accurate volumetric sampling of the
complex geometry of the cortex, we offer a simple geometric
alternative to cortical normals- creating a sampling system of
virtual spheres filling the entire cortex volume. A spherical
shape was chosen as due to its symmetry and invariance to
rotation, minimizing errors in cortical normals associated with
surface calculations and consequently enabling more accurate
sampling and localization throughout the cortex. The
following steps were taken to create and implement this
volumetric sampling system:
1. Cortical surface delineation:
The anatomical MPRAGE image was segmented in the
FreeSurfer pipeline [18], revealing the following three
cortical surfaces:
a. Inner surface- cortical GM bordering with the
underlying WM.
b. Mid surface- an estimation of the center of cortical
GM, based on the inner and outer surfaces.
c. Outer surface- cortical GM bordering with the
surrounding CSF.
2. Volumetric sampling system:
Each cortical surface is represented by a triangular mesh,
consisting of vertices corresponding to points in space
(~150,000 per hemisphere) and faces corresponding to
three vertices per triangle. Each sphere was centered on a
vertex on the mid surface, with its top tangential to the
outer surface and its bottom tangential to the inner surface.
Since the average sphere radius is ~1mm and the average
distance between adjacent vertices on the surface is ~1mm,
volumetric overlap between spheres occurs. In order to
sample the entire cortex and yet avoid excessive
volumetric overlap, sampling rate was chosen by
subsampling the mid surface vertices by a factor of 2, to
~75,000 spheres per hemisphere (see figure 2).
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of voxel partitioning.
A sphere is located between 4 voxels, shown in blue, yellow, green and
purple (a). Each voxel is divided into 43 subvoxels, leaving only those
contributing to the volume of the sphere (b). The sphere's weights are
assigned according to each voxel's contributing portion of subvoxels to its
volume (c).

Fig. 2. Cortical volume sampling: left side view of left hemisphere, where
the outer cortical surface is represented in grey (a), the underlying inner
cortical surface is represented in blue (b) and the cortical volume sampled
between the two is represented by red spheres (c).

3. Data sampling implementation:
One of the main challenges in implementing spherical
sampling of low resolution data lies in the resolution
difference between the spherical sampling system (average
radius of ~1 mm) and the T1 data ( 33 𝑚𝑚3 ). Overcoming
this resolution gap demanded a super-resolution solution
based on estimation of subvoxel information. Our offered
solution includes the following steps:
a. Partitioning each voxel into subvoxels: Degree of
partitioning was chosen so that each subvoxel has the
largest volume while still enabling accurate group
representation of a spherical volume with a radius of 1
mm. Consequently, each voxel was partitioned into
103 subvoxels, each assigned location properties,
primarily its location inside or outside of a given
sphere.
b. Assignment of spherical volume weights: Each sphere
in our sampling system was assigned weights
corresponding to each voxel's volume contribution to
its spherical volume (see figure 3 below), according to
the following equation:
Wvoxeli ,spherej =

Nvoxel ,sphere
i
j
Nsphere

(3)

j

Where:
Wvoxeli ,spherej - Volume weight of voxel i per sphere j.
Nvoxeli ,spherej - Number of subvoxels from voxel i
located inside sphere j.
Nspherej - Total number of subvoxels located inside
sphere j.

c. Cortical composition analysis inside sphere: Volume
weights were multiplied by their corresponding voxel
probability maps (see T1 probabilistic classification)
per each sphere throughout our entire sampling system,
according to the following equation:
7
P(t k /sphere) = ∑M
i=1 ∑k=2 Wvoxeli ,spherej ∙
P(t k /voxeli )
(4)
Where:
P(t k /sphere)- Probability of t-distribution k per
sphere.
k- t-distributions 2,3,..,7, representing T1 layers 6,5,..,1
(respectively).
M- Number of voxels within which sphere j lies.
Wvoxeli ,spherej - Volume weight of voxel i per sphere j.
P(t k /voxeli )- Probability of t-distribution k in voxel i.

III. RESULTS
Use of the cortical spheres enabled a rotationally invariant
estimation of layer composition within the cortex with simple
projection of the quantitative layer width onto the surface. In
other words, implementation of our methodology resulted in 6
multidimensional datasets per subject, each consisting of
~150,000 spheres dispersed throughout both hemispheres and
revealing individual T1 layer compositions.
The results were visualized by projecting each T1 layer
composition onto the subject's cortical mid surface. In order to
better conduct exploratory spatial analysis of each layer
composition, intra-subject values were averaged regionally
throughout 75 different cortical regions, using FreeSurfer's
automatic surface-based parcellation atlas Destrieux [19] (see
figure 4).
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Visual assessment of these surface projections reveals that
the innermost and the outermost layers, corresponding to T1
layers 1 and 6, exhibit the lowest compositional values in
comparison with T1 layers 2, 3, 4 and 5. More specifically, an
interesting feature recurring across subjects is the high
intensity of T1 layer 4 in the primary visual area (V1),
accompanied by low intensity in the motor cortex.
Quantitative assessment of the T1 layer compositions was
conducted by registering the 15 subject average brain to a
granularity atlas and investigating the T1 layer composition
across indices. This atlas divides the cortex into regions with 6
increasing granularity indices, from the least granular
allocortex regions up to the granular cortical regions
(segmentation was completed based on a similar process
shown in [20]). T1 layer compositions were averaged per
granular index (see figure 6 below).

Fig. 4. Single subject T1 layer probability maps (L1-L6), averaged per each
of the 75 regions in Destrieux Atlas. Arrows indicate interesting features:
arrow 1 indicates high T1 layer 4 presence in the primary visual area (V1
outlined in black), and arrow 2 indicates lower presence in the motor cortex.

The process was repeated for 15 subjects and then intersubject cortical composition values were averaged again per
each of the 75 Destrieux atlas regions. Results were visualized
by projecting each averaged layer composition onto a cortical
surface representing the average brain of all 15 subjects (see
figure 5 below).

Fig. 6. Distribution of granularity indices (G2-G6) across T1 layers
throughout the cerebral cortex (right). Results are based on 15 subject
average T1 layer probability maps (see figure 5), registered to a granularity
index atlas (left). Allocrtex (G1) was not included in analysis, not only
because it characteristically consists of fewer than 6 cortical layers, but also
because of its relatively minor contribution to the cortical volume.

Once again, T1 layers 2-5 exhibit a more dominant presence
throughout the cortex, compared to layers 1 and 6. T1 layers
which are closer to white matter both physically as well as in
cytoarchitecture (T1 layers 3-6), exhibit an increasingly high
presence in more granular regions (G3-G6), while the
outermost less myelinated T1 layers (layers 1 and 2) exhibit a
decreasing presence in such granular regions.

IV. DISCUSSION

Fig. 5. 15 subject average T1 layer probability maps (L1-L6), averaged per
each of the 75 regions in Destrieux Atlas. Arrows indicate the recurring
interesting features from single subject analysis (see figure 4). Arrow 1
indicates high T1 layer 4 presence in the primary visual area and arrow 2
indicates lower presence in the motor cortex.

In this work we propose an automated and unbiased
methodology for whole-brain investigation of the complex
mesoscale laminar architecture of the cortex. The
methodology is based on a surface-wise T1 layer composition
analysis of inversion recovery echo planar imaging (IR EPI),
which enables extraction of multiple T1 relaxation time
components per voxel. The novelty lies in the use of
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rotationally invariant cortical spheres, sampling the regionally
varying cortical thickness across the tortuous cortical folding.
The selectivity of T1 measures to the cortex combined with
conventional cortical surface estimation, on which our
sampling system of spheres is based, overcome the low
resolution of the acquired IR MRI and allow representation of
layer widths in a 3D in objective manner.
While MRI visualization of the overall cortical thickness
has been successfully achieved [4, 5], to this day there lacks a
single automatic whole-brain approach for investigating the
laminar structure of the cortex. There are two main opposing
approaches for investigating the cortex through the use of T1
MRI. The first approach uses high resolution at high magnetic
field, typically at the level of laminar width but on a small
volume of the brain [7], [8], [14], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25],
[26]. The second approach uses whole-brain subvoxel
modelling at lower resolutions, which creates a localization
challenge [14], [15]. The reason for the limited applicability of
the abovementioned approaches is twofold. On one hand is
PVE, when cortical layer detail exceeds even the resolution of
high resolution images of the cortex [13], [14]. PVE is
commonly dealt with by smoothing layer widths (similar to
VBM), which decreases level of tissue detail [15]. On the
other hand is the localization challenge inside the complex
geometry of cortex, which demanded the estimation of cortical
normals [15, 27, 28], a semi subjective process prone to errors
due to inaccuracies in surface modelling [14].
Here we achieve super-resolution by estimating subvoxel
information from a multi-T1 dataset inside a sampled system
of volumetric cortical spheres. Our method has several main
advantages: 1) Use of a standard MRI protocol and scanner
setup (IR EPI and MPRAGE); 2) Quick acquisition of a low
resolution dataset (~12 minutes); 3) Investigation of the
laminar structure of the cortex in an automated whole-brain
3D manner, overcoming both PVE as well as the need for
cortical normals; 4) Enabling easy visualization of laminar
composition through the use of laminar surface projections; 5)
Demonstration of transition between various brain regions
solely based on laminar composition. Most notably, our
method demonstrates accurate delineation of the primary
visual cortex (V1) (see figures 4 and 5). V1 is considered a
hallmark of unique cortical lamination in the visual system,
which has been previously delineated successfully through the
use of high resolution region-specific T1 MRI, focusing on the
stripe of Gennari [8], [21], [23]. In other words, despite the
low resolution of our T1 dataset, whole-brain surface
projections of the layer probability maps demonstrate
delineation or brain regions that have previously been
delineated by high resolution investigation.
It is important to note that when discussing our results we
use the term 'T1 layer', avoiding the traditional term 'cortical
layer'. The reasoning behind this phrasing is that T1 is not

considered a direct measure of cytoarchitecture. Although
multi-T1 methods investigate the laminar structure of the
cortex, even high resolution T1 MRI averages contributions of
many cells, including but not limited to neurons and glial cells
[8], [15].
The main limiting factor of our method is the number of TIs
chosen in the IR EPI sequence, which has significant impact
on the probabilistic classification to T1 layers. Although our
method is surface-based, it less affected by the accuracy of
cortical surface modelling, thanks to the spheres' invariance to
rotation. Nonetheless, the surface-based nature of our
approach can still be considered a minor limiting factor. These
limiting factors can easily be dealt with by increasing the
number of TIs and thus potentially increasing the accuracy of
T1 layer classification, or by increasing the resolution of the
anatomic MPRAGE image (from 1mm to 600um, for
example), thus increasing the accuracy of the cortical surfaces.
Choice of these image acquisition parameters is an act of
checks and balances, with acquisition time and image
resolution on either sides of the scale.
The automatic whole-brain applicability of the method
could enable future analysis of large populations. Such larger
scale studies of groups of healthy subjects could provide a
closer look at both the statistics of T1 layer characteristics, as
well as regional layer transition effects, including
compositional layer variability between the gyral wall and the
cap of the gyri.
It has long been accepted that the laminar structure of the
cortex plays an integral role in cognition, physiology and
different pathologies. For instance, certain forms of epilepsy
have been linked to cortical dysplasia, a pathology involving
abnormalities of the laminar structure of the cortex, which
could be further studied using in-vivo subcortical imaging
[29]. We suggest that use of the robust automatic tool
presented here could potentially be used as a framework for
quantitative expansion of such studies into the role of cortical
thickness in brain function and behavior to the cortical layer
level.
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